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Criticism of legal drafting, and the difficulties of understanding poorly drafted documents, are
commonplace. Mr Francis Bennion, in his paper, Written Evidence to the Renton Committee, quotes
King Edward VI writing in 1550:- 'I would wish that ... the superfluous and tedious statutes were
brought into one sum together, and made more plain and short, to the intent that men might better
understand them; which thing shall most help to advance the health of the Commonwealth.1' Samuel
Pepys, in his diary entry for 25 April 1666, referred to the 'obscurity [of English law] through
multitude of long statutes.2' Mr Arthur Symonds, in a letter in 1838 to the Right Honourable Charles
Poulett Thomson, (the President of the Board of Trade), wrote:- 'The defects of our Statute Law may
be summarised up, in the looseness and ambiguity of its language - in the confusion resulting from
want of arrangement - ...3'. The House of Commons' committee which in 1838 suggested
improvements in style in statutes acknowledged that:- 'The two most obvious defects in the
composition of our laws, are, - 1st, the diffuseness, looseness, and ambiguity of the language; and
2nd ...4'. In Watson v. Lee5 Chief Justice Barwick observed (in a different context) that:- 'No
inconvenience in government administration can, in my opinion, be allowed to displace adherence to
the principle that a citizen should not be bound by a law the terms of which he has no means of
knowing.6'
The call for 'plain language' is not recent. Chaucer's Dreame in the 16th century refers to a story
'which ye shalle here, ... in playne Englische7'. In Shakespeare's Much Ado about Nothing Benedick
commented on Claudio:- 'he was wont to speak plain and to the purpose, like an honest man and a
soldier, and now is he turn'd orthography; his words are a very fantastical banquet, just so many
strange dishes.8' Justice Hill in Commissioner of Taxation v. Cooling9 described sections 160M(6)
and (7) Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (Cwlth) in these terms:- 'While both subsections present
difficulties of construction, the former is drafted with such obscurity that even those used to
interpreting the utterances of the Delphic oracle might falter in seeking to elicit a sensible meaning
from its terms.10'
Mr Dennis Murphy, QC, in his submission made on 4 September 1992 for the New South Wales
Parliamentary Counsel's Office, and made to the House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Legal and Constitutional Affairs into Commonwealth Legislative and Legal Drafting, submitted that
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'... all legislation should be reasonably capable of being understood by the ordinary person of
ordinary intelligence and having ordinary education.11
The more comprehensive expression 'clear and precise language12', or 'language which is both clear
and precise', is preferable to 'plain English' and to 'plain language'. In its report delivered in
November 1992 the Hansard Society Commission recommended that:- '... draftsmen (sic) should
always seek for clarity, simplicity and brevity in their drafting, but that certainty should be
paramount.13' Justice Frankfurter had said in United States v. Monia14:- 'The notion that because the
words of a statute are plain, its meaning is also plain, is merely pernicious oversimplification. ... A
statute, like other living organisms, derives significance and substance from its environment, from
which it cannot be severed without being mutilated.15' While simplicity, brevity and plain English are
often by-products of clarity, a document in clear language is often longer than an obscure
document16. 'To purge language of its natural fuzziness calls for a process, not of simplification, but
of elaboration. Vocabulary and syntax become strained and convoluted, until there is achieved
something which almost ceases to be language and is better described as linguistic formulation, ...17'
Australian parliaments have commenced to mandate the use of plain language by users of legislation;
and have attempted to legislate in a clearer and more precise manner. In New South Wales instances
include section 60F(2) Fair Trading Act 1987 (NSW) ('The [lay-by] statement must ... be clearly
legible, readily understandable and written in the English language. ...); and section 179(1) Legal
Profession Act 1987 (NSW) ('A disclosure under this Division [in relation to a costs agreement]
must be made in writing and be expressed in clear plain language'). Section 16 Industrial Relations
Act 1993 (Cwlth) requires the Commission to ensure that its decisions and determinations are
'expressed in plain English; and ... structured in a way that is as easy to understand as the subject
matter allows.' Local Government Act 1993 (NSW), Protection of the Environment Administration
Act 1991 (NSW), and Social Security Act 1991 (Cwlth) are examples of the 'new' form of legible
and 'user-friendly' legislation.
Because English is a word order language, the placement of words is important. Changing the word
order changes the meaning. Compare:(a)

Keep the home fires burning;

(b)

Keep burning the home fires;

(c)

Keep fires burning the home;
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(d)

Keep home the burning fires;

(e)

Fires keep the home burning; and

(f)

Fires keep burning the home.

The most disconcerting aspect of the 'plain language' movement is its failure to consider the structure
of written language. 'In seeking to achieve clarity of expression, those who have no more to
recommend than short sentences, simple words, and readability formulas are offering a cracker in
circumstances where a full gourmet feast is gleaming in the chef's eye for those with the wit but to
ask for the menu. To practise their craft competently, legal drafters must gain control of the relevant
intellectual skills. One such skill is facility in using some of the elementary techniques and
knowledge of modern logic to achieve structure that is clear.18' Until the significance of sentence
structure is recognised, clear and precise drafting is fortuitous and not routine. Drafters must
recognise the possibility of syntactic ambiguities occurring through inadvertence or incompetence
(or both); and must avoid inadvertently including such ambiguities in text. Excepting semantic
ambiguities inherent in language, mathematical precision can be achieved in legal drafting. Drafters
with a comprehension of basic logic, and the ability to recognise (and avoid) unintended syntactic
ambiguity, can construct lengthy sentences which are nevertheless clear and precise.
Syntactic ambiguity differs from semantic ambiguity. In Moore v. Hubbard19 both semantic and
syntactic issues arose. Hubbard placed a placard on an electric-light post. Section 5(10) Police
Offences Act, 1928 (Vic.) made it an offence to place a placard on 'any house or building or any wall
fence lamp post or gate ...'. Justice Macfarlane declared that:- 'This is a matter which is not free from
doubt, but in my opinion the real question is whether the two words "lamp post" in the section are to
be read as referring to two separate things, namely, a lamp and a post, or to one thing only, namely,
a lamp-post.20' The Judge concluded that 'lamp post' was 'to be read as one word, namely, "lamppost"21', and hence the conviction was quashed.
Mr Stephen Kloepfer says of semantic ambiguity that 'a word's inherent multiplicities of meaning
derive from lexicographical usage and exist independently of context.22' Semantic ambiguity is the
type of uncertainty of meaning resulting from the use of a multiple-meaning word. This form of
ambiguity was recognised in Blood-Smyth v. Carter23 when the Full Court of the Supreme Court of
New South Wales jointly stated:- '... we think that, when a word commonly used in popular speech,
whose legal connotation varies greatly according to the context and circumstances, is found in many
different contexts in a patchwork statute such as the Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) Act, any
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attempt to give it the same meaning wherever it occurs may well lead to error.24' Similarly the House
of Lords has accepted that context can determine meaning25.
Courts accept that language is imperfect, and regularly struggle with the determination of the
meaning of words. In Towne v. Eisner26 Justice Holmes delivered the judgment of the Supreme
Court of the United States that 'income' in an income tax law did not necessarily have the same
meaning when used in the Constitution. His Honour whimsically said:- 'A word is not a crystal,
transparent and unchanged; it is the skin of a living thought and may vary greatly in colour and
content according to the circumstances and the time in which it is used.27' Quite curious
consequences follow from the attempts of the Courts to resolve semantic ambiguities. Mr Zechariah
Chafee Jnr. gives an extreme example of misinterpretation of a multiple-meaning word28. A
Massachusetts doctor charged with procuring an abortion failed to convince the Supreme Judicial
Court of Massachusetts that he was protected by the Statute of Frauds. The doctor argued that no one
should be held liable for the debt, default, or miscarriage of another unless evidenced by some
memorandum in writing29. The potential plurality of the meaning of individual words is readily
acknowledged. Lord Reid in the House of Lords has said:- 'A provision is not ambiguous merely
because it contains a word which in different contexts is capable of different meanings ... A provision
is, in my judgment, ambiguous only if it contains a word or phrase which in that particular context is
capable of having more than one meaning.30
The more prevalent (and usually less noticeable) kind of ambiguity is syntactic ambiguity. The
logical import of a statement is often determined by the close interaction of the words and the syntax;
syntactic ambiguity can easily produce ambiguity of meaning for the entire sentence. Syntactic
ambiguity arises not from the range of meanings of single words, but from the location of the words
in sentences (and often from the interpretation of the structural words expressing relationships
between the semantic words31). It is the sentence structure which makes the text equivocal: not the
multiplicity of the meanings attributed to the words. The meaning of a sentence is derived from the
conjunction of the words in the sentence; but doubts may arise as to the relationship between
different words in a sentence32. Professor Layman E. Allen33 has elegantly distinguished semantic
ambiguity and syntactic ambiguity as being the distinction between:(a)

how the intended meaning of a statement is affected by the intended meaning of the
individual words used in that statement; and
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(b)

how the intended meaning of the statement is affected by the relationship intended
between the individual words used34.

In written material 'ambiguity' is narrower than 'uncertainty'. 'Uncertainty' represents anything
written in a sentence which allows that sentence to be interpreted in more than one sense.
‘Vagueness’ is semantic ambiguity in the boundaries of reference of words. The one word often
connotes a large number of differing concepts: does ‘penalty” include each of (a) 'fine', (b)
‘forfeiture’ and (c) 'imprisonment'35? The range of possible classes of 'penalty' may be unlimited.
'[A]mbiguity ... is not to be equated with difficulty of construction, even difficulty to a point where
judicial opinion as to meaning has differed36.'
'Ambiguity' is uncertainty among specific alternatives. A word in context can mean more than the
isolated word; and can also mean less than the isolated word - more, because in context the word
acquires new context and, at the same time, less, because the word is delimited by that context37.
Although the words of a document are normally to be construed in their ordinary and natural
meaning38, the words should be construed in their context as part of the document as a whole, rather
than in either their strict etymological sense or their popular meaning apart from that context39. The
maxim 'noscitur a sociis40' expresses the notion that a word may be construed by reference to the
phrase in which it occurs41.
In R v. Casement42 Sir Roger Casement was charged with high treason contrary to Treason Act,
1351 (Eng.)43. It was alleged that during World War I he incited British subjects who were prisoners
of war in Germany to renounce their allegiance to the King. The statute declared that treason was
committed '... if a man do levy war against our Lord the King in his realm, or be adherent to the
King's enemies in his realm, giving to them aid and comfort in the realm, or elsewhere, and thereof
be properly attainted of open deed by the people of their condition: ...'. The charge alleged adhering
to the King's enemies elsewhere than in the King's realm, namely in the empire of Germany. The
defence unsuccessfully submitted that the Crown had failed to prove an offence in law. 'The
contention is that those words "or elsewhere" govern only the words "aid and comfort in the realm"
and have no application to the words "be adherent to the King's enemies in his realm.44"' The
competing interpretations were:1.

[treason was committed ...] if a man ...
(a)

be adherent to the King's enemies in his realm
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(b)
2.

giving to them aid and comfort in the realm, or elsewhere, ...

[treason was committed ...] if a man ...
(a)

be adherent to the King's enemies in his realm,

(b)

giving to them aid and comfort in the realm,

or elsewhere, ...
The King's Bench Division, and on appeal the Court of Criminal Appeal, whilst acknowledging the
careful, well reasoned and able arguments of the defence, found the offence proved. The Chief
Justice, Lord Reading, at first instance said:- '... in my judgment the words "giving to them aid and
comfort" may be read as a parenthesis; yet I do not confine the application of the words "or
elsewhere" to that parenthesis; I think they apply just as much to the parenthesis as to the words
which precede it. My view is ... that the words "or elsewhere" govern both limbs of the sentence both the adhering to the King's enemies and the aid and comfort to the King's enemies - and that it is
an offence to adhere within the realm or without the realm to the King's enemies, and it is equally an
offence to adhere within the realm to the King's enemies by giving them aid and comfort without the
realm.45' On appeal to the Court of Criminal Appeal, the unanimous Court dismissed the prisoner's
appeal saying:- 'We think that the meaning of these words in this: "giving aid and comfort to the
King's enemies" are words in apposition; they are words to explain what is meant by being adherent
to, and we think that if a man be adherent to the King's enemies in his realm by giving to them aid or
comfort in his realm, or if he be adherent to the King's enemies elsewhere, that is by giving them aid
or comfort elsewhere, he is equally adherent to the King's enemies; and if he is adherent to the
King's enemies, then he commits the treason which the statute of Edward III defines.46' In Town
Investments Limited v. Department of the Environment47 Lord Diplock commented that:- 'My Lords,
it has been said that Roger Casement was hanged by a comma ...48'.
In Bourne (Inspector of Taxes) v. Norwich Crematorium Ltd49 the taxpayer had claimed an income
taxation deduction for expenditure in the construction of a crematorium's furnace chamber and
chimney tower. Income Tax Act, 1952 (Eng.) allowed a deduction if the building was in use 'for the
purpose of a trade which consists in the ... subjection of goods or materials to any process.'
Disallowing the claim on the ground that the consumption by fire of the dead body of a human being
was not the subjection of goods or material to any process (and this despite 'goods and materials',
'subjection' and 'process' being words of the widest import), Justice Stamp said:- 'English words
derive colour from those which surround them. Sentences are not mere collections of words to be
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taken out of the sentence, defined separately by reference to the dictionary or decided cases, and
then put back again into the sentence with the meaning which you have assigned to them as separate
words, so as to give the sentence or phrase a meaning which as a sentence or phrase it cannot bear
without distortion of the English language.50'
Even the Constitution of United States of America contains syntactic ambiguities. Consider the
following examples:Art. 1, '3, cl. 3
No Person shall be a Senator who shall not have attained to the Age of thirty years, and been
nine Years a Citizen of the United States, and who shall not, when elected, be an Inhabitant
of that State for which he (sic) shall be chosen.
Is the second 'and' to be read conjunctively or disjunctively? If the proper construction is that 'and' is
conjunctive, then a person must fulfil all three qualifications51 before being allowed to sit in the
Senate. If the proper construction is disjunctive52, then a nine year old Tibetan who has been in the
United States for five days can be a senator, so long as the person is an inhabitant of that liberal State
from which the person was elected53. There is nothing in the text54 which excludes such an
interpretation. The peculiar interpretation can be avoided simply by reformatting the text into
paragraphs, and taking care to specify that the candidate must satisfy each of the three conditions.
Art. 1, '8, cl. 1
The Congress shall have Power to lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay
the Debts and provide for the common Defence and general Welfare of the United States; but
all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform throughout the United States.
The problem is whether the 'common defence and general welfare' clause:(a)

is a grant to Congress of a general unrestricted power to legislate for the common
defence and general welfare of the United States [that is, unrelated to laws which also
deal with taxes, duties, imposts and excises]; or
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(b)

simply limits the purposes for which Congress can tax [that is, the laws must also deal
with taxes, duties, imposts and excises]55.

The Supreme Court of the United States accepted alternative (b)56. However the independent power
construction is equally compelling.
Courts rarely recognise syntactic ambiguities. Invariably the judicial response is to interpret a clause
in a particular way - and without compelling argument. The arbitrary preference of one interpretation
over another has no justification - and invariably generates criticism. The United States Supreme
Court's interpretation in Calbeck v. Travelers Insurance Co.57 of section 3(a) Longshoremen's and
Harbor Workers' Compensation Act 1927 (USA) provoked vigorous opposition. The statute
provided:(a)

Compensation shall be payable under this chapter in respect of disability or death of
an employee, but only if the disability or death results from an injury occurring upon
the navigable waters of the United States (including any dry dock) and if recovery for
the disability or death through workmen's compensation proceedings may not validly
by provided by State law.

The United States Supreme Court, by a majority, interpreted the provision as authorising the
payment of federal compensation to two maritime workers where state compensation was also
available. The opposition of the two dissenting justices was particularly damning. '... The Court
concludes that Congress did not really mean what it said. I cannot join in this exercise in judicial
legerdemain. I think the statute still means what it says, and what it has always been thought to mean
- namely, that there can be no recovery under the Act in cases where the State may constitutionally
confer a workmen's compensation remedy. While the result reached today may be a desirable one it
is simply not what the law provides.58'
By using the following abbreviations the statutory provision can be reduced to ‘compensation, but
only if navigable and if not recovery’.
compensation 'compensation shall be payable under this chapter in respect of disability or
death of an employee’;
navigable

'the disability or death results from an injury occurring upon the navigable
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waters of the United States (including any dry dock)’; and
not recovery ‘recovery for the disability or death through workmen's compensation
proceedings may not validly be provided by State law.59'
The competing syntactical constructions are:A1

compensation, but only if [navigable and if not recovery]; and

B1

[compensation, but only if navigable] and [compensation if not recovery].

Construction A1 is logically equivalent to:A2

if navigable and if not recovery, then compensation

which is logically equivalent to:A3

if [navigable and not recovery], then compensation.

Construction B1 is logically equivalent to:B2

[if navigable, then compensation] and [if not recovery then compensation]

which is logically equivalent to:B3

if [navigable and not recovery], then compensation.

From construction B2 one can deduce60 each of:B4

if navigable, then compensation; and

B5

if not recovery, then compensation.

To justify compensation under construction A1 there are two necessary requirements:- both (i)
navigable and (ii) not recovery. If either component is absent, then compensation is not payable. To
justify compensation under construction B1 there is only one necessary requirement:- either (i)
navigable or (ii) not recovery61. The United States Supreme Court chose construction B1:- 'Our
conclusion is that Congress invoked its constitutional power so as to provide compensation for all
injuries sustained on navigable waters whether or not a particular injury might also have been
within the constitutional reach of a State workmen's compensation law.62'
The conditional statement, ‘IF63 a, THEN b’, is more often than not really a disguised bi-conditional
statement, ‘IF AND ONLY IF a, THEN b’. The legislature specifies the exclusive antecedent
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conditions entitling compensation: in other words, ‘IF a, THEN b’; AND IF NOT-a, THEN NOT-b’.
This is another way of saying ‘IF a, THEN b’, BUT OTHERWISE, NOT’. If the antecedent
condition [a] is not satisfied, then the conclusion [b] is not the case.
Professor Layman E. Allen has developed a methodology to reveal the logical character of
syntactically ambiguous propositions64. Professor Allen devised a procedure which he maintains will
help in the systematic detection of unintended syntactic ambiguity. As further developed, Professor
Allen states that his technique will encourage more accurate and understandable legal drafting65. In
Logic, Law and Dreams66 Professor Allen submits that:- 'It is a partial interpretation only because it
is concerned merely with ascertaining the logical relationship between the constituent elements of
the entire rule and not concerned with ascertaining the range of meaning of the individual
constituents. Another way of characterizing this, perhaps, is to describe it as being concerned with
syntactical interpretation ..., but not concerned with semantic interpretation.67' Professor Allen
regards his system of normalized (sic)68 drafting as the natural progression from his arrow diagrams
(or picture diagrams69), and as the solution to the evils of inadvertent ambiguous drafting.
Horizontal form diagrams illustrate the natural-language statements in a simplistic methodology.
Inevitably this highlights the structural ambiguities in the natural-language statements. Horizontal
form diagrams can:(a)

contain abbreviations (such as letters) to replace relevant parts of the natural-language
statements, the abbreviations being joined by straight lines representing the language
connectors; OR

(b)

contain within rectangular boxes the text of the natural-language statements, the
boxes being joined by straight lines representing the language connectors.

Professor Allen’s systematically organised methodology for transforming natural-language
statements into a more understandable (and less syntactically ambiguous) form highlights the logical
relationships between the constituent elements of natural-language statements. There are five
principal steps:(a)

separate the natural-language statements into their constituent elements;

(b)

determine whether:(i)

conditional statements; OR
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(ii)

bi-conditional statements

are more likely to have been intended by the natural-language statements;
(c)

determine which parts of the constituent elements of the natural-language statements
represent :-

(d)

(e)

(i)

the conditions of the natural-language statements; AND

(ii)

the consequences of the natural-language statements;

re-arrange the constituent elements into the form of
(i)

conditional statements; OR

(ii)

bi-conditional statements; AND

rewrite the natural-language statements:(i)

in a horizontal form diagram; AND

(ii)

then in an arrow diagram; AND

(iii)

then, using the arrow diagram for assistance, in clear normalized form.

The clear normalized form must express the same set of ideas (with minimum wording
change, but not necessarily using the same set of words) as the natural-language statements.
The logical connectors ‘AND’, ‘OR’, ‘IF ... THEN’, ‘IF, AND ONLY IF’ and ‘NOT’ join
parts of the natural-language statements70.
Professor Allen summarises the perceived advantages of clear normalized forms of statutes as
follows:If statutes were drafted in normalized form, legislators considering their adoption would be
able more knowledgeably to select at the time of enactment the particular syntactic
interpretation that expressed their intention. Normalization gives legislators a precise tool to
state legal norms by unambiguously relating conditions to desired results. Yet, any desired
flexibility can still be achieved by incorporating uncertainty into the semantic content of
sentences through the individual words and phrases chosen. ...
Another advantage of normalized statutes is that such statutes are easier to comprehend and
use than their traditional prose counterparts. ...71
1. Illustrations 1-3 are horizontal form diagrammatic representations of natural-language statements.
Portions of the statements are presented in boxes, which are connected by lines to highlight the
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connectors ‘and’ and ‘or’. Alternative available versions of the natural-language statements are
presented.
2. Illustration 4 is an arrow diagram representation of natural-language statements. The
methodology largely mirrors that in 1. However the text is presented either in a conditional
format, or in a bi-conditional format.
1.

COCKERILL v. WILLIAM CORY & SON LIMITED 72

Regulation 45 of Docks Regulations, 1934 (Eng.) provides as follows:No person shall ... remove ... any fencing, gangway, gear, ladder, hatchcovering ... or other
thing whatsoever required by these regulations to be provided. If removed, such things shall
be restored at the end of the period during which their removal was necessary ...
The plaintiff's husband died when he fell through an open hatchway on the defendant's steamship.
The incident allegedly resulted from a breach of regulation 45, the hatch cover not having been
restored after the completion of loading. 'On a consideration of reg. 45, the question arises whether
the words "required by these regulations to be provided" govern all that had gone before or whether
they govern only the words "other thing whatsoever". It is argued on behalf of the plaintiff that the
latter is the correct construction. On that basis it is said that in the present case hatch coverings
were removed, and it is said that in breach of the requirement in the second sentence of reg. 45, the
hatch covers were not restored. It is said, therefore, that the defendants were in breach of the
regulation.73'
INTERPRETATION 1

fencing
gangway
gear
No person shall
... remove ... any

ladder
hatchcovering
other thing
whatsoever

required by these
regulations to be
provided
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INTERPRETATION 2
fencing
gangway
gear
No person shall
... remove ..any

ladder
hatchcovering

other thing
whatsoever

required by these
regulations to be
provided

At first instance Justice McNair gave judgment for the defendants, and held 'that only the words
"other things whatsoever" are qualified by the succeeding words "required by these regulations to be
provided74", and the previously enumerated items of equipment - fencing, gangway, gear, and so
forth - are left completely unqualified.' Justice McNair had based himself largely on the dictum of
Lord du Parcq in Grant v. Sun Shipping Co. Limited75. In Grant v. Sun Shipping Co. Limited a
stevedore was injured when he fell into a ship's hold, as hatch coverings had been temporarily
removed but not replaced. The House of Lords found for the worker, predominantly because there
was a breach of regulation 37. However in relation to regulation 45, Lord du Parcq said:- 'The
question was raised in argument whether the words "required by these regulations to be provided" in
reg. 45, were to be read as qualifying only the words "other things whatsoever76" or as qualifying all
the preceding substantives77 ... I have no doubt that the former construction is correct. No other
seems to me to be possible with due regard to the context.' Lord Uthwatt agreed with the reasoning
and conclusions of Lord du Parcq78.
The Court of Appeal in Cockerill v. William Cory & Son Limited79 unanimously accepted
interpretation 1, and rejected the obiter conclusion of Lord de Parcq. Lord Justice Willmer said:- 'But
for the contrary view expressed by Lord du Parcq I should, without hesitation, have said that that
was the plain and ordinary meaning of the words used. I should have thought that the phrase "other
things" in the first sentence was to be construed as ejusdem genesis80 with the specifically
enumerated items previously referred to, the genus being those things which are "required by these
regulations to be provided." That this view is correct I should have thought, reinforced by the use of
the words "such things" in the second sentence.81' The Judge then concluded:- '... I prefer to construe
regulation 45 in accordance with what I conceive to be the ordinary and natural meaning of the
words used, and to hold that the words "required by these regulations to be provided" are related to
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and qualify all the items of equipment previously enumerated.82'
2.

WEXLER v. PLAYLE 83

Section 2 Valuation for Rating Act, 1953 (Eng.) provides as follows:... the gross value for rating purposes of a hereditament ... [is] ... an amount equal to the rent
... at which the hereditament ... might reasonably have been expected ... to let ... if the
landlord had undertaken to bear the cost of the repairs and insurance, and the other
expenses, if any, necessary to maintain the hereditament in a state to command that rent.
There are two competing constructions:INTERPRETATION 1
the
... the gross value for rating
purposes of a hereditament
... [is] ... an amount equal to
the rent ... at which the
hereditament ... might
reasonably have been
expected ... to let ... if the
landlord had undertaken to
bear

the cost
of

insurance
the other
expenses, if

necessary to
maintain...

INTERPRETATION 2
the repairs
... the gross value for rating
purposes of a hereditament
[is] ... an amount equal to
the rent ... at which the
hereditament ... might
reasonably have been
expected ... to let ... if the
landlord had undertaken to
bear

the cost of

insurance

necessary to

the other
expenses,
if any,

Though unnecessary to decide in the case, Lord Justice Morris preferred interpretation 284, whilst
Lord Justices Willmer and Harman preferred the first construction85. Lord Justice Morris recognised
the syntactic ambiguity. 'Are we to read the concluding words as governing "cost of the repairs and
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insurance" or are we to read them as governing "the other expenses, if any, necessary to maintain
the hereditament in a state to command that rent?" ... That seems to lend some support to the view
that the concluding words of subsection (2) are words that relate to "the other expenses, if any,
necessary" to maintain the hereditament in a state to command that rent.86' Lord Justice Willmer
(with whom Lord Justice Harman agreed) said:- '... I should have thought that the more natural
construction to put upon it is that the concluding words ... are to be taken as governing only "the
other expenses" which immediately precede them.87'
3.

RE WATER-TUBE BOILERMAKERS' ASSOCIATION'S AGREEMENT88

Section 21(1) Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 1956 (Eng.) provides as follows:... a restriction ... shall be deemed to be contrary to the public interest unless the court is satisfied
...(f) that ... the removal of the restriction would be likely to cause a reduction in the volume or
earnings of the export business which is substantial either in relation to the whole export
business of the United Kingdom or in relation to the whole business (including export business)
of the said trade or industry ....
There are three possible constructions of the relevant portion of the statute - but only the first two
were considered by the Court.
INTERPRETATION 1

...

removal of the
restriction would
be likely to cause

'substantial' qualifies 'business'
volume

a reduction

in the

of the
export
business

which is
substantial
...

earnings

INTERPRETATION 2

'substantial' qualifies 'reduction'89
volume

...

removal of the
restriction would
be ikely to cause

a reduction

which is
substantial

of the
export
business
...

in the
earnings
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INTERPRETATION 3

'substantial' qualifies 'volume or earnings'
volume

...

removal of the
restriction
would be
likely to cause

which is
substantial
a reduction

in the

of the
export
business

earnings

The Restrictive Practices Court adopted interpretation 2, holding that the statute required a
substantial reduction in the whole business, even if it was a small export business. A small reduction
in a substantial export business was not caught by the section.
Counsel for the Association90 relies on a strict grammatical construction of the paragraph.
He says the word "which" naturally refers to the immediately antecedent noun "business". He
submits further that, if counsel for the registrar's construction91 is correct, it should read
"business which would be substantial" and not "is". While we recognise (sic) the force of
counsel for the Association's argument based on the strict grammar of the paragraph, we do
not think that it is the correct construction. We think that, without doing violence to the words
of the paragraph, it can be read in the manner suggested by counsel for the registrar. We
think that is what Parliament intended ... it seems reasonably clear that Parliament's mind is
directed to a substantial reduction in exports.92
4.

SECTION 5(a) CLAYTON ACT, 191493
A final judgment ... brought by or on behalf of the United States under the antitrust laws to
the effect that a defendant has violated said laws shall be prima facie evidence against such
defendant in any action ... under section 15a of this title ... provided, That this section shall
not apply to consent judgments or decrees entered before any testimony has been taken ....

There are four competing constructions of the proviso:-
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INTERPRETATION 1
judgments

consent

this section
shall not apply
entered before
any testimony
has being taken

decrees

INTERPRETATION 2
consent

judgments

entered before
any testimony
has been taken

decrees

this section
shall not apply

INTERPRETATION 3
judgments

consent

decrees

entered before
any testimony
has been
t k

this section
shall not apply

INTERPRETATION 4
judgments

entered before
any testimony
has taken

consent

this section
shall not apply

decrees

Under the first and third interpretations section 5(a) would not apply to a consent judgment entered
after the completion of evidence. Under the second interpretation section 5(a) would not apply to a
decree entered on a motion for summary judgment. In all probability interpretation 4 is the most
appropriate structural interpretation94.
Ambiguity because of the misuse of 'and', 'or' and 'and/or'
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A significant source of syntactic ambiguity is the ambiguous use of 'and' and 'or'. The principal
difference between the words is that 'and' is usually conjunctive, whilst 'or' is usually disjunctive but not always. Early English treatises on interpretation make it clear that the primary difference
between 'and' and 'or' is not constant. An unknown author writing in about 1571 says that 'and' will
be treated 'disjunctively' (that is, as meaning 'or') when '... twoo suche thinges so contraryant are
coupled together that they can not drawe under one yoche.95' Edmund Plowden in 1799 suggests that
'And in many cases words spoken in the copulative shall be taken in the disjunctive, if such sense be
most strong against those that speak them96' - that is, 'and' can be interpreted to mean 'or'.
In Marsden v. Reid97 the Chief Judge, Lord Ellenborough, when interpreting a marine insurance
policy said:- 'I think that the voyage insured to Palermo, Messina, and Naples, meant a voyage to all
or any of the places named; with this reserve only, that if the ship went to more than one place she
must visit them in the order described in the policy.98 Having already held in Marsden v. Reid99 that
'and' could be interpreted to mean 'or', Lord Ellenborough, in Moorsom v. Page100 held that the use of
'or' made no difference. His Lordship held in Moorsom v. Page101 that an agreement to load 'a full
and complete cargo, consisting of copper, tallow, and hides, or other goods ...' was satisfied by a full
load of tallow and hides.
'And' has sometimes been construed as disjunctive. In Associated Artists Limited v. Inland Revenue
Commissioners102 the objects of a theatrical company included 'to present classical, artistic, cultural,
and education dramatic works.' Justice Upjohn decided that the sub-clause was to be read
disjunctively. The company could therefore present a classical play, an artistic play, a cultural play or
an educational play103 - and the first three categories need not be educational.
'And' has of course also been construed to be conjunctive. In Re Best104 a bequest to 'charitable and
benevolent institutions' was held to mean institutions which were both charitable and benevolent. 'I
see no reason for reading the conjunction "and" as "or".105' On the other hand, in Re Eades106 a
bequest to 'religious, charitable, and philanthropic objects' was held to mean that 'religious objects,
and charitable objects and philanthropic objects are within the area of selection - but it is not
necessary that any single object should have more than one of these three characteristics.107' Justice
Sargant recognised (but rejected) the alternative possible construction - that 'all the objects are to be
both religious and charitable and philanthropic.108
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In Traders Prudent Insurance Co. Limited v. The Registrar of the Workers Compensation
Commission of New South Wales109 the Commission sought to terminate an insurer's licence on
grounds including a breach of section 30A (13A)(c) Workers Compensation Act, 1926 (NSW). The
section provided:- 'Every insurer shall promptly co-operate with the Committee and assist to carry
out its duties under this section...'. The Commission argued that the section meant that there were
two separate obligations:INTERPRETATION 1
Every insurer
shall

promptly
co-operate with
the Committee

assist to carry
out its duties
under this
section ...

Interpretation 1 may be interpreted to mean either of:INTERPRETATION 1A

Every
insurer
h ll

promptly

co-operate
with the
Committee

assist

to carry out its
duties under
this section

Punctuated, paragraphed and tabulated, interpretation 1A is equivalent to:INTERPRETATION 1A.1
Every insurer shall promptly:(a)

co-operate with the Committee; AND

(b)

assist

to carry out its duties under this section ...
INTERPRETATION 1B

Every insurer
shall

promptly

co-operate with
the Committee

assist

to carry out its
duties under
this section

Punctuated, paragraphed and tabulated, interpretation 1B is equivalent to:-
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INTERPRETATION 1B.1
Every insurer shall:(a)

promptly co-operate with the Committee; AND

(b)

assist

to carry out its duties under this section ...
The insurer submitted that the first sentence of the section does not impose two separate obligations
but only one - namely, to co-operate promptly with the Committee and to assist it in carrying out its
duties110.
INTERPRETATION 2
every insurer
shall

promptly co-operate with
the Committee and assist
to carry out its duties
under this section ...

Interpretation 2 may be interpreted to mean either of:INTERPRETATION 2A

Every insurer
shall

promptly

co-operate
with the
Committee

assist

to carry out its
duties under
this section

Punctuated, paragraphed and tabulated, interpretation 2A is equivalent to:INTERPRETATION 2A.1
Every insurer shall promptly:(a)

co-operate with the Committee; AND1

(b)

assist

to carry out its duties under this section.
INTERPRETATION 2B
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Every insurer
shall

promptly

co-operate with
the Committee

assist

to carry out its
duties under
this section

Punctuated, paragraphed and tabulated, interpretation 2B is equivalent to:INTERPRETATION 2B.1
Every insurer shall:(a)

promptly co-operate with the Committee; AND1

(b)

assist

to carry out its duties under this section.
Justice Hope accepted the insurer's submissions111, and said:It has been submitted for the appellant that the first sentence of the paragraph does not
impose two separate obligations on insurers, namely, to co-operate promptly with the
Committee, and to assist it to carry out its duties, but one obligation, namely, to co-operate
promptly with the Committee and to assist it in carrying out its duties. It is said that this
language is, or is analogous to, what is known to the grammarians as a hendiadys. This word
is defined in the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary to be a figure of speech in which a single
idea is expressed by two words connected by a conjunction, and the example given is "law
and heraldry" as meaning "heraldic law". I think that the construction placed upon the
paragraph for the appellant is the correct one. I find it difficult to imagine that by the
paragraph it was intended to impose on insurers an obligation to co-operate with the
Committee without some indication of the matters in respect of which they were required to
co-operate with that body. Despite the grammatical difficulties which are involved, I think
that the area in respect of which it was intended to propose the obligation of prompt cooperation was the carrying out of the Committee's duties under s. 30A and under s. 6 of the
Workers Compensation (Silicosis) Act, 1942-1946112. So construed, the paragraph has a
reasonably clear operation, and since this is a possible construction, and the paragraph is
obviously designed to bring the conduct which it describes within the grounds upon which a
licence may be terminated or suspended, I think it is proper that this more limited
construction should be given to it than the wider one which was preferred by the
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Commission.113
In Federal Steam Navigation Co Limited v. Department of Trade and Industry114 Lord Wilberforce,
Lord Simon of Glaisdale, and Lord Salmon, in the House of Lords (with Lord Reid, and Lord Morris
of Borth-y-Gest, dissenting) decided that 'or' should be interpreted to mean 'and' in section 1 of the
Oil in Navigable Waters Act 1955 (Eng.). The section provided:- 'If any oil ... is discharged ... from a
British ship ... the owner or master of the ship shall ... be guilty of an offence ...'. The Court upheld
the convictions of both the owner and the master. In Monte Ulia v. Banco115 the Court of Appeal read
'or' in a statute as meaning 'either ... or ..., but not both'. In R v. Oakes116 the Court 'will read "or" for
"and"' in Official Secrets Act, 1920 (Eng.).
The first criminal sentenced to death after Massachusetts changed its capital punishment from
hanging to electrocution unsuccessfully argued to the Massachusetts Supreme Court in Storti v.
Commonwealth117 that electrocution was 'cruel or unusual punishments' under the Massachusetts
Constitution, and hence unconstitutional. The court held that:- 'the word "unusual" must be construed
with the word "cruel" and cannot be taken so broadly as to prohibit every humane improvement not
previously known in Massachusetts.118' The court interpreted 'or' as 'and' so that death by
electrocution was not unconstitutional (since it was not also cruel).
A further problem occurs in the use of the expression 'and/or'.Justice Abbott in In the Estate of
Phoebe Playfair, Deceased119 described the text as a 'slipshod and blundering phrase120', and
considered 'the use of the phrase "and/or" as bad draftsmanship.121' In Cuthbert v. Cumming122 the
Court considered a charterparty which required the plaintiff’s ship '... to receive and take on board
from the defendant or his agents a full and complete cargo of sugar, molasses and/or other lawful
produce ...' - that is to say:-

,

s

m

,

and/or

p

where 's' represents 'sugar'
'm' represents 'molasses'
'p' represents 'other lawful produce'
The trial judge, Baron Martin, agreed with the shipowner that 'and/or' was conjunctive123 - that is:s

m

p
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Both appellate courts agreed with the shipper that the shipper satisfied his obligations by loading the
ship with sugar and molasses (but not, for example, also cocoa) even though the ship was not thereby
filled. In the Court of Exchequer Baron Alderson said:- '... according to the contract, the parties
were either to load a full and complete cargo of sugar and molasses, and other lawful produce, or a
full cargo of sugar and molasses, or a full cargo of other lawful produce, leaving it open in every
way ...124'. This is the equivalent of:-

...

s

m

s

m

p

...

p

In the further appeal to the Court of Exchequer Chamber Justice Coleridge said:- 'According to the
construction which we put upon the contract ... the merchant had his option of loading a cargo of
sugar and molasses with or without the other things.125' This is the equivalent of:-

s

m

p

...

...
m

s

Justice Cresswell commented briefly:- '... the merchant had the right to elect and furnish a cargo of
sugar and molasses alone ... he had the right to elect, and to treat the contract as a contract to
supply a cargo of sugar and molasses only.126' This is the equivalent of:-

...

s

m

...
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Even when the disjunctive relationship ('OR') is intended, nevertheless the meaning may be obscure.
This is because there are two related, but distinguishable, types of disjunction - and the distinction is
rarely appreciated. The statement 'a or b' may be interpreted to mean either:(i)

a OR b (but not both a AND b). This is exclusive (or strong) disjunction; OR

(ii)

(a OR b) OR (both a AND b). This is inclusive (or weak) disjunction.

The statement 'The door is open or [the door is] closed' is an example of exclusive disjunction - both
alternatives (i.e. door open and door closed) cannot be true: one (unspecified) alternative is true, and
the other is false. When a mother yields to her child's request, and says:- 'Take a biscuit or [take] a
piece of cake', the mother's statement is exclusive disjunction - she certainly does not want the child
to have both a biscuit and cake. On the other hand if the mother said to her child:- 'Would you like
salt or [would you like] pepper with your meal?' the mother would hardly be disconcerted if the child
had both - this is an instance of inclusive disjunction.
Latin was much neater than English. Whereas English used the same word, 'or', to convey two
separate concepts, Latin had two separate words corresponding to the two different senses of 'or'. The
Latin word, 'aut', indicated an absolute alternative (i.e. strong, or exclusive, disjunction: (a OR b)
AND NOT [both a AND b]. The Latin word, 'vel', connected alternatives which rested in choice (i.e.
weak, or inclusive, disjunction: (a OR b) OR [both a AND b]). In both logic and mathematics,
disjunction is usually taken to be in the inclusive form. Where clarity and precision are essential, it is
easy to avoid this form of syntactic ambiguity. If exclusive disjunction is intended, the drafter should
write in the form '(a OR b) AND NOT (both a AND b)'. If inclusive disjunction is intended, the
drafter should write in the form '(a OR b) OR (both a AND b)'.
Professor Layman Allen recommends an understanding of modern symbolic logic to reveal the
precise issues, to enable the issues to be formulated in relatively precise and unambiguous terms, and
to mark the limits within which a situation is open for judicial choice and discretion127. Professor
Allen correctly submits that an understanding of logic increases one's sensitivity to the tricky nature
of English prose128. Neither formal logic nor symbolic logic is a wonder-device capable of solving
every difficulty in interpretation. However complexities in language are often revealed through an
understanding of logic. Logic will better clarify the issues, and will show the implications of making
a particular choice - but logic will not supply criteria for making the selection between alternatives whether semantic or syntactic. At its lowest level, lawyers and drafters must understand each of the
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syntax forms:- 'AND'; 'OR'; 'NOT'; 'IF ... THEN ...'; and 'IF, AND ONLY IF, ... THEN ...'. An
understanding of each of 'because' and 'unless' is also helpful.
1.

'And' is usually the logical replacement for 'also', 'although', 'but', 'furthermore', 'however', and
'moreover'. 'And' is usually the logical meaning of the comma, and of the semicolon, in a
sentence when used to separate distinct things or concepts. Usually conditions connected by
‘and’ must each be fulfilled to produce the consequence stated in the particular legal rule129.
'And' is used as a connector:(a)

within sentences; AND2

(b)

between sentences (that is to say, as a shorthand method of joining two separate
sentences sharing common features).

Between-sentence structural terms relate complete sentences to other complete sentences.
Within-sentence structural terms relate sentence-parts to either other sentence-parts or to
complete sentences130. Professor Layman Allen recommends using 'AND1' as the withinsentence connector, and 'AND2' as the between-sentence connector131. On this analysis the
sentence 'Michael wants bread and butter' when meaning 'Michael wants [bread and butter]'
would be written as 'Michael wants bread AND1 butter'; when the drafter seeks to mean
'[Michael wants bread] and [Michael wants butter]' the drafter writes 'Michael wants bread
AND2 butter'.
Until uniformity in language is achieved, 'and' should be expressly stated to be conjunctive,
and not disjunctive. If conjunction is intended, legislative text should be in one of the
following forms:- 'jointly a AND2 b' or 'both a AND2 b'. If the statement 'a and b' expresses a
conjunction, the statement is true when both a and b are true, but not otherwise. This does not
impinge on the relational meaning of 'and'. The statement 'person-p1 and132 person-p2 are
twins' asserts a relationship between person-p1 and person-p2: the relationship is equivalent
to the statement 'person-p1 is a sibling of person-p2, AND2 person-p2 is a sibling of personp1'.
2.

'Or' usually connotes a disjunctive relationship - but the word is often used conjunctively.
Logically, disjunction requires at least one condition of the statement to apply, whether or not
the other condition applies. Satisfying one or more of the conditions connected by ‘or’ is
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sufficient to produce the consequence stated in the particular legal rule133. This is the Latin
'vel' (inclusive [or weak or non-exclusive] disjunction), rather than the Latin 'aut' (exclusive
[or strong] disjunction). Until uniformity in language is achieved, and until it is universally
agreed that 'or' is inclusively disjunctive, legislative text should expressly state the intended
meaning.
(a)

If inclusive disjunction is intended, write any of:2.1

2.2

(1)

a; OR2

(2)

b; OR2

(3)

both:-

(1)

(2)

2.3

(i)

a; AND1

(ii)

b

either:(i)

a; OR2

(ii)

b; OR2

both:(i)

a; AND1

(ii)

b

any one OR2 more of:(1)

a; OR2

(2)

b.

If the statement 'a or b' expresses an inclusive disjunction, it is true when at least one
component (either a or b) [or more than one component] is true, but not otherwise.
(b)

If exclusive disjunction is intended, write any of:2.4

(1)

a; OR2

(2)

b; AND1
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NOT both:-

2.5

(i)

a; AND1

(ii)

b

either:(1)

a; OR2

(2)

b;

AND1 NOT both:-

2.6

(i)

a; AND1

(ii)

b

only one of:(1)

a; AND2

(2)

b;

AND1 NOT both:(i)

a; AND1

(ii)

b134

If the statement 'a or b' expresses an exclusive disjunction, it is true when one only
component (either a or b; but not both) is true, but not otherwise.
'Or' is used as a connector
(a)

within sentences; AND2

(b)

between sentences (that is to say, as a shorthand method of joining two (or
more) separate sentences sharing common features).

Professor Layman Allen recommends using 'OR1' as the within-sentence connector, and 'OR2'
as the between-sentence connector135. On this analysis the natural-language sentence 'Michael
wants bread or butter' when meaning 'Michael wants [bread or butter]' would be written as
'Michael wants bread OR1 butter'; when the drafter wants to mean '[Michael wants bread] or
[Michael wants butter]' the drafter writes 'Michael wants bread OR2 butter'.
3.

'Not' is the logical equivalent of expressions such as 'it is not the case that', 'it is not so that', 'it
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is false that', and 'it is not true that'. 'NOT' denies a proposition. The proposition, 'NOT-a', is
true when a is false, but NOT OTHERWISE’. When a is true, the negation of a is false.
4.

'If a, then b' usually expresses a conditional (or hypothetical) statement. The conditions which
follow “IF” are sufficient to produce the consequence stated in the particular legal rule136.
The expression usually has the same meaning as 'a implies b', 'a, only IF b', 'IF a, b', 'in case
a, b', 'should a, b', 'whenever a, b', 'a is a sufficient condition for b', 'b is implied by a', 'b, IF
a', 'b, only IF a', and 'b, provided that a137'. The statement is false only when a is true, and b is
false. The statement is true when both a and b are true; and the statement is sometimes true
and sometimes false when a is false. The truth of b can be inferred from the truth of a; and the
truth of a is logically relevant to, and necessary for, the truth of b.
Drafters must understand that 'IF a, THEN b' is not logically equivalent to 'IF b, THEN a';
and that 'a is a necessary condition for b' is logically equivalent to 'IF a, THEN b'. 'IF a,
THEN b' simply states that a is one (of possibly many) causes of b: it does not propound that
a is the only cause of b; it leaves open the possibility that b may result from a cause other
than a.
Sometimes the conditional natural-language statement, 'IF a, THEN b', is more appropriately
interpreted as '(IF a, THEN b) AND2 (IF NOT-a, THEN c'): in other words, something more
is being stated when the antecedent of the conditional statement is not satisfied. This is the
interpretation which Professor Layman Allen categorises as 'IF a THEN b, BUT
OTHERWISE, c138.'
Sometimes the conditional natural-language statement appears in the form '(if a, then b), and
(if not-a, then not-b)’ - or this form is the most appropriate structural interpretation of the
natural-language statement. This is a particular instance of '(IF a, THEN b); AND2 (IF NOTa, THEN c)’: 'NOT-b' is used instead of c. This is the interpretation which Professor Layman
Allen categorises as 'IF a, THEN b, BUT OTHERWISE, NOT': and it is logically equivalent
to the bi-conditional 'IF, AND ONLY IF, a, THEN b'.
Drafters must be careful if b is a conjunction of two or more statements, for example:- 'IF a,
THEN [x AND y]139; and IF NOT-a, THEN NOT-[x AND y]'. This is not the same as 'IF a,
THEN [x AND y], BUT OTHERWISE, NOT': by De Morgan's Rules 'IF a, THEN [x AND
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y], AND IF NOT-a, THEN NOT-[x AND y]' is the same as 'IF a, THEN [x AND y]; AND IF
NOT-a, THEN [NOT x OR140 NOT-y]'.
5.

'If and only if a, then b', and 'a is a necessary and sufficient condition for b' each express an
equivalence relationship between a and b: a and b are logically equivalent statements. The
conditions which follow “IF” are necessary and sufficient to produce the consequence stated
in the particular legal rule141. The bi-conditional expressing the material equivalence between
a and b is a tautology. The statement is true when both a and b are true; it is false when either
(but not both) a or b is false; and it is sometimes true and sometimes false when both a and b
are false. 'IF AND ONLY IF a, THEN b' is significantly different from 'IF a, THEN b'. From
'IF AND ONLY IF a, THEN b' one can deduce each of 'IF a, THEN b' and 'IF b, THEN a';
from 'IF a, THEN b' nothing can be deduced. The more common erroneous conclusion is to
argue 'IF a, THEN b; NOT-a; therefore NOT-b'. Such an argument is clearly fallacious: this is
demonstrated by considering the argument 'IF person-p1 is in Sydney, THEN person-p1 is in
Australia; person-p1 is NOT in Sydney; therefore person-p1 is NOT in Australia'142. Drafters
rarely use the format 'IF AND ONLY IF a, THEN b' - even when the drafter intends 'a is a
necessary and sufficient condition for b'. Drafters invariably seek to establish what conditions
are sufficient to reach a specific conclusion: this is the format 'IF a, THEN b'. The difficulty
arises when one does not have fact a, but nevertheless seeks (fallaciously) to conclude b.
In a document, the concept 'if fact a is established, then legal consequence b follows' is
correctly interpreted to mean that the drafter has stated only one of the possible factual
antecedents [a] which implies the legal consequence [b]; facts other than a might also result
in b, but the document is silent on such consequences. Professor Layman Allen correctly
suggests that courts often apply the maxim 'expressio unius est exclusio alterius'; and hold
that by explicitly stating what antecedent [a] implies the consequence [b], the drafter intends
that b will follow ONLY when a is established143. In other words, the implication 'IF a,
THEN b' is incorrectly converted by interpretation into the co-implication 'IF AND ONLY IF
a, THEN b'.

6. 'Because' used in the format of 'a because b' is usually interpreted to mean one of:6.1

(i)

a; AND1

(ii)

b
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6.2

6.3

(i)

b; AND1

(ii)

IF b, THEN a;

(i)

b; AND1

(ii)

IF b, THEN a; AND1

(iii)

a

The three interpretations might result in any of the following senses:(a)

a from b by virtue of logical inference, that is, determined by a specified logical
system;

(b)

a from b by virtue of Mother Nature, that is, determined by the laws of nature;

(c)

a from b by virtue of a legal decision, that is, determined by the operation of the legal
system; and

(d)
7.

a from b by virtue of a combination of one or more of the three preceding paragraphs.

'Unless' is a troublesome connector. It often appears as 'a unless b'. The connector can be used
to mean any one of:7.1

'IF NOT-b, THEN a' (in the sense of logical implication: a single IF-THEN
interpretation); and

7.2

‘(a) IF NOT-b, THEN a; AND2 (b) IF b, THEN NOT-a) (in the sense of a special
material implication - but not the usual material implication of equivalence, ‘IF AND
ONLY IF b, THEN a’). This is a double IF-THEN interpretation, and is identified by
Professor Layman Allen's 'IF ... THEN ..., BUT OTHERWISE, NOT'. Interpretation
7.2 is logically deducible from interpretation 7.1144, and says more than interpretation
7.1;

7.3

'and' (in the sense of logical conjunction - that is:- 'a AND2 NOT-b');

and the context rarely determines which use is intended. Professor Layman Allen in
Language, Law and Logic: Plain Legal Drafting for the Electronic Age145 convincingly
illustrates 4,128 different categories of meaning of 'unless' (jointly with other ambiguous
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connecting words).
Understanding logical relationships helps to avoid common errors:(a)

a, if b

is usually interpreted to mean:IF b, THEN a

(b)

a, only if b

is usually interpreted to mean:IF a, THEN b

(c)

b, even though a

is usually interpreted to mean:IF [a OR1 if NOT-a], THEN b146

(d)

given that a, b

is usually interpreted to mean:IF a, THEN b

(e)

a implies b

is usually interpreted to mean:IF a, THEN b

(f)

if a, b

is usually interpreted to mean:IF a, THEN b

(g)

in case a, then b

is usually interpreted to mean:IF a, THEN b

(h)

subject to a, b

is usually interpreted to mean:IF a, THEN b

(I)

should a, b

is usually interpreted to mean:IF a, THEN b

(j)

when a, b

is usually interpreted to mean:IF a, THEN b

(k)

whenever a, b

is usually interpreted to mean:-
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IF a, THEN b
(l)

where a, b

is usually interpreted to mean:IF a, THEN b

(m)

whether or not a, b

is usually interpreted to mean:IF [a OR1 NOT-a], THEN b147

(n)

a is a sufficient
condition for b

is usually interpreted to mean:IF a, THEN b

(o)

b is implied by a

is usually interpreted to mean:IF a, THEN b

(p)

b if a

is usually interpreted to mean:IF a, THEN b

(q)

b, provided that a

is usually interpreted to mean:IF a, THEN b

Sometimes the connector is interpreted as a conjunction, a AND2 b.
(r)

a, if and only if, b

is usually interpreted to mean:a is equivalent to b

There are fixed logical relationships between propositions (regardless of the truth or falseness of the
propositions). Arguments or inferences based on propositions are either valid or invalid - that is, the
arguments either follow logically and the conclusion is derived from the premises, or they do not. There
are 9 elementary valid argument forms (or rules of inference), the validity of which can be
established by logical truth tables148.
1.

Modus ponens
IF a, THEN b
a
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Therefore, b
2.

Modus tollens
IF a, THEN b
NOT-b
Therefore, NOT-a

3.

Hypothetical syllogism
IF a, THEN b
IF b, THEN c
Therefore, IF a, THEN c

4.

Disjunctive syllogism
a OR b
NOT-a
Therefore, b

5.

Constructive dilemma
[IF a, THEN b] AND [IF c, THEN d]
a OR c
Therefore, b OR d

6.

Destructive dilemma
[IF a, THEN b] AND [IF c, THEN d]
NOT-b OR NOT-d
Therefore, NOT-a OR NOT-c

7.

Simplification
a AND b
Therefore, a

8.

Conjunction
a
b
Therefore, a AND b

9. Addition
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a
Therefore, a OR b
There are also 10 logical rules of replacement (or principles of extensionality).
10.

De Morgan's Rules149
NOT-[a AND b] is equivalent to [NOT-a OR NOT-b]
NOT-[a OR b] is equivalent to [NOT-a AND NOT-b]

11.

Commutation
[a OR b] is equivalent to [b OR a]
[a AND b] is equivalent to [b AND a]

12.

Association
[a OR (b OR c)] is equivalent to [(a OR b) OR c]
[a AND (b AND c)] is equivalent to [(a AND b) AND c]

13.

Distribution
[a AND (b OR c)] is equivalent to [(a AND b) OR (a AND c)]
[a OR (b AND c)] is equivalent to [(a OR b) AND (a OR c)]

14.

Double negation
a is equivalent to [NOT NOT-a]

15.

Transportation
[IF a, THEN b] is equivalent to [IF NOT-b, THEN NOT-a]

16.

Material implication
[IF a, THEN b] is equivalent to [NOT-a OR b150]

17.

Material equivalence
[a is equivalent to b] is equivalent to [(IF a, THEN b) AND (IF b, THEN a)]
[a is equivalent to b] is equivalent to [(a AND b) OR (NOT-a AND NOT-b)]
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18.

Exportation
[(IF a AND b), THEN c] is equivalent to [IF a, THEN (IF b, THEN c)]

19.

Tautology
a is equivalent to [a OR a]
a is equivalent to [a AND a]

Drafting is not a game of words, with umpires enforcing technical rules to trap the unwary and make
hapless players look foolish. It is a vital part of the system of administering justice. The system aims
to produce just and predictable outcomes151. Language being the process of use and change, it is
unlikely that semantic ambiguity can ever be eradicated152. It is the unintentional syntactic
uncertainties which must be avoided.
Conclusions
1.

Draft using:(a)

indentation AND1 paragraph numbering (for layout clarity); AND1

(b)

a subscript on the language connectors, 'AND', and 'OR', for interpretative clarity.

Drafters should use:(a)

'AND1' to signal the logical relationship of intersection (or union) of two parts of one
(corresponding to the subscript) sentence. 'AND1 is interpreted as a [sentence-part]connecting 'and' ‘within-sentence’ use;

(b)

'AND2'' to signal the logical relationship of conjunction of two (corresponding to the
subscript) complete sentences. 'AND2 is interpreted as a [full-sentence]-connecting
'and' 'between sentence' use.

A similar procedure should be used with 'OR'.
2.

Do not routinely use the format 'a means b, and includes c.' If that concept is to be used, then
draft in the format:(a)

a means b OR2 c; AND2

(b)

a includes b AND2 c.

This is an abbreviated way of saying:-
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(a)

a means at least one, but possibly both, of b or c; AND2

(b)

a includes each of b AND2 c, but there are other unspecified things which are included
in the category of a.

3.

Do not routinely use the format 'a means b, and includes c, but does not include d’. If that
concept is to be used, then draft in the format:(a)

a means b; AND2

(b)

c is an a; AND2

(c)

d is NOT an a.
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4.

Drafters must understand principles of law, the facts, and the structure of language. The goal
is clarity, precision, simplicity, and brevity. Understanding logic should help to avoid
syntactic ambiguity specifically, and vagueness generally. If not a full understanding of
formal logic, then at least a cursory awareness should be a tool of the drafter. Complexities in
language are often revealed through an understanding of logic. Logic will better clarify the
issues, and show the implications of making a particular choice - but logic will not supply
criteria for making the selection between alternatives - whether semantic or syntactic.

5.

Lawyers and drafters must understand each of the syntax forms:- 'AND'; 'OR'; 'NOT'; 'IF ...
THEN ...'; AND2 'IF AND ONLY IF ... THEN ...'. An understanding of 'because' AND2
'unless' is also helpful.

6.

Documents would be easier to understand if legal rules were drafted in the form of an 'IF ...
THEN ...' proposition, namely, 'IF condition-a is fulfilled, THEN result-b occurs'.

7.

The awareness of the need to avoid syntactic ambiguities will:(a)

increase the precision of communication between the drafter and the interpreter;
AND1

(b)

make the drafter astute to draft documents so as not to contain syntactic ambiguities;
AND1

(c)

alert the drafter against the inadvertent inclusion of syntactically ambiguous
statements; AND1

(d)

serve as a convenient reminder which will help the drafter to be clear (when clarity is
intended); AND1

(e)

ensure that any syntactic ambiguity incorporated in a document is intentional, not
inadvertent; AND1

(f)

minimise the need for judicial legislation, insofar as that need arises from drafting
ineptitude; AND1

(g)

enable the drafter to catalogue the permutations AND2 combinations of meanings
which are possible alternatives to a syntactically ambiguous provision; AND1

(h)

assist the drafter to decide which of several competing interpretations of a
syntactically ambiguous provision should be accepted as the most appropriate
alternative.
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Section 7(1) Firearms Act 1996
Section 7(1) Firearms Act 1996 provides:A person must not possess or use a firearm unless the person is authorised to do so by a licence
or a permit. ...
This may be interpreted to mean either of the following:A1.

A person MUST NOT
(i)

possess OR2

(ii)

use

a firearm unless the person is authorised to do so by a licence OR2 a permit ...
A2.

A person MUST
(i)

NOT possess OR2

(ii)

use

a firearm unless the person is authorised to do so by a licence OR2 a permit ...
Interpretation A2 is a far-fetched (but yet logically possible) structural interpretation: the legislature is
most unlikely to prohibit possession, but yet mandate use. It would be perverse for the legislature to
impose an unqualified prohibition on possession of a firearm, but yet to obligate use of a firearm when
authorised by a licence or permit. Banning use with possession (even when licensed), but yet allowing
use without possession (even when licensed) is an irregular (even if possible) use of language. The
legislature's argument, presumably, is that the context makes it clear that each of 'not' and 'a firearm' refer
to both 'possess' and 'use'. Nevertheless the need for that argument is unnecessary if the drafter adopted
the format in interpretation A1.
The intrinsic abnormality of interpretation A2 is shown by omitting the possession component from the
subsection, and interpreting 'unless' as the single conditional, 'IF NOT ... THEN ...'. Section 7(1)
Firearms Act 1966 would then provide:A3.

A person must use a firearm if the person is not authorised
permit ...

to do so by a licence or a
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Although drafting in the format of interpretation A1 is the preferable (leaving aside the scope of ‘unless’)
methodology, interpretation A2 could have been avoided as being a possible interpretation if the
parliament had used the common grammatical format for the denial of two alternatives, that is: 'neither ...
nor ...'. However this format neither resolves the scope of interpretation of ‘unless’ nor determines
whether a conditional statement or a bi-conditional statement is intended. Section 7(1) of the Act would
then have been drafted as follows:A person must neither possess nor use a firearm unless the person is authorised to do so by a
licence or a permit ...
This would be interpreted to mean the following:A4.

A person MUST
(i)

neither possess

(ii)

NOR2 use

a firearm unless the person is authorised to do so by a licence OR2 a permit ...
The more interesting interpretation quandary is the scope of ‘unless’ in the subsection: is it to be
interpreted as a conditional connector, or as a bi-conditional connector? Statement A1 can be interpreted
as one of the following:A5.

A person MUST NOT
1.

possess OR2

2.

use
a firearm

IF

the person is NOT authorised to do so by
3.

a licence OR2

4.

a permit ...

A5 is logically equivalent to A6:A6.

IF
[a] person is NOT authorised to do so by
1.

a licence OR2

2.

a permit. ...

[THEN]
the person MUST NOT
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3.

possess OR2

4.

use

a firearm
In Professor Layman Allen's LEGAL RELATIONS language, A6 is expressed as A7:A7.

IF

1.

[a] person is NOT authorised to do so by
2.

a licence OR2

3.

a permit. ...

THEN
4.

the person MUST NOT
5.

possess OR2

6.

use

a firearm153
A7 is logically equivalent154 to the nonsensical A8:A8.

IF

[a] person MUST
1.

possess OR2

2.

use

a firearm
THEN
[the] person is authorised to do so by
3.

a licence OR2

4.

a permit ...

A7 is logically equivalent155 to A9:A9.

IF

1.

[a] person is NOT authorised to do so by a licence AND2

2.

[a] person is NOT authorised to do so by a permit ...

[THEN]
3.

the person MUST NOT possess a firearm

4.

the person MUST NOT use a firearm

AND2

An alternative series of possible interpretations (A10-A12) arises by construing ‘unless’ as a special
variation of the bi-conditional, ‘if and only if’.
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A10.

IF

THEN

a person is NOT authorised to do so by
1.

a licence OR2

2.

a permit ...

[the] person MUST NOT
3.

possess OR2

4.

use

a firearm AND2
IF

THEN

a person is authorised to do so by
1.

a licence OR2

2.

a permit ...

[the] person MUST
3.

possess OR2

4.

use

a firearm
From A10 may be deduced156 A11:A11.

IF

THEN

a person is authorised to do so by
1.

a licence OR2

2.

a permit ...

[the] person MUST
3.

possess OR2

4.

use

a firearm
In Professor Layman Allen's LEGAL RELATIONS language, A10 is expressed as A12:A12.

IF

THEN

a person is authorised to do so by
1.

a licence OR2

2.

a permit ...

[the] person MUST
3.

possess OR2

4.

use

a firearm, BUT OTHERWISE, NOT
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4.

use

a firearm.
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